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Agenda 



Quick poll… 

How often do you use 
children’s literature with 
your students to teach 
mathematical concepts and 
develop numeracy skills? 



“Good 
mathematics 

ultimately comes 
from and returns 
to good stories.”  

 
~ Inspiring Education  

– A Dialogue with Albertans, 
April 2010  
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What the research says… 

Research has shown that children 
have more success learning and 
understanding material when it is 
presented in a way that is 
meaningful to them.  



What the research says… 

Using children’s literature 
allows for the development of 
language and mathematical 
skills simultaneously. 



What the research says… 

Supplying a visual connection 
to learning increases retention 
of a concept.  



What the research says… 

It is important to read each book many times 
and talk to the students about the math 
concepts being explored in the book. 
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Mathematical 
Processes 

Connections 

Representation 

Communication 

Problem Solving 

Reasoning 



Connections 
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Representation 
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Art, charts or patterns can be used to demonstrate math 
concepts in a story. This is an excellent method of implementing 
process skills of concrete, pictorial and symbolic representations.  
 
The student can communicate their thoughts and make 
connections in mathematics from their personal experience and 
interaction with literature. 



Oral Communication 
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Literature naturally brings a more complex mode of communication 
to math instruction because it presents mathematical concepts in 
words rather than in numbers.  
 
Students demonstrate an increased comfort level in talking about 
their understanding of mathematical concepts and teachers are 
able to identify misunderstandings as the dialogue unfolds. 

Fostering communication in the 
mathematics classroom creates 
opportunities for students to learn 
and express their understanding. 



Quick poll… 

Thinking about the students 
in your classroom, what 
benefits can you see for 
using literature to teach 
mathematical concepts and 
develop numeracy skills? 



Criteria for Selecting Literature 

 Mathematical integrity 

 Potential for varied responses 

 Aesthetic dimensions 

 Ethnic, cultural and gender inclusiveness 

 

 

 

David  Whitin and Phyllis Whitin 
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 Continuum for Evaluating Literature to 

Enhance Mathematics Instruction 

Hellwig, Monroe and Jacobs 
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Applying Criteria 
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Students Creating Their Own Stories 
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There should be many opportunities for students to write 
during math.  
 
This may include students creating mathematical stories that 
are connected to a piece of literature or stories related to 
real life math. 



Finding books to support  
the literacy math connection! 

There are many places to access good literature to use in the math 
classroom. The following slides will provide suggestions where you 
can look for books to support the literacy math connection. 



LearnAlberta.ca 
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One online resources is Bookflix which is available to Alberta teachers through 
the Learn Alberta website. Teachers will require their jurisdiction username 
and password to access Learn Alberta. Teachers can also request their own 
user name and password which will allow them to bookmark and organize 
their own resources. 



LearnAlberta.ca 

Once logged in, you will want to click on the Online Reference 
Centre. Scroll down until you find Bookflix. 



BookFlix 
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Bookflix has a range of 
fiction and non-fiction 
texts. Fiction books are 
shown as animated 
stories with supporting 
audio that can be turned 
on or off. Non-fiction are 
presented in a book form.  

Audio support can be turned on or off and highlighted words can 
be clicked on for a definition. There are a number of books that 
support numeracy development. 



Videos 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LN0eYUgx4u0  

Ten Sly Piranhas 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LN0eYUgx4u0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LN0eYUgx4u0


Learning activities 

“On Friday, we put on our best listening ears and 
watched "Ten Sly Piranhas“. Everyone had their own 
'pond' and 'piranhas.'  
 
As the video played, we followed along with the 
video and took away our 'piranhas' as they were 
eaten! This was a great activity for counting 
backwards!” 

http://fhes.nbed.nb.ca/teacher/note/ten-sly-piranhas-activity  

An example of a learning activity that can be found online and used to 
support the reading of a story. 
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Play dough learning maps 

Play dough mats can be used 
to practice counting, 
measuring, sorting, 
comparing, ordering, 
matching, number recognition  
and formation. 

http://theimaginationtree.com/2012/06/play-dough-learning-mats-for-literacy.html  

An example of a learning activity that can be found online and used to support the 
reading of a story. 
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Tumble Books 

TumbleBooks is a subscription resource but available for a 30-day free trial 
for your classroom computer or your school library. 



Available on Numeracy for All web site at: 
http://www.numeracyforallab.ca/numerac
y-literature-connections.html  

Includes a list of children's literature selections 
with sample mathematics activities was 
created by Elk Island Public Schools as part of 
an AISI project. 
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A Trade Book Library for 
K-12 Mathematics 
 
A bibliography of 
children's literature for 
supporting mathematics 
instruction and numeracy 
development created by 
Gladys Sterenberg and 
Nancy Espetveidt, Centre 
for Mathematics, Science 
and Technology 
Education, University of 
Alberta. 
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Creating and 
Adapting Books 
 
A variety of resources and 
suggestions for creating 
and adapting books to use 
as part of mathematics 
instruction. 
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Math-Literacy Connections 

http://www.pinterest.com/DDibley/mathliteracy-connections  
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3-2-1 reflections 

3 ideas that 
resonated 
with me 

2 ideas or 
resources 
that I will 

try with my 
students 

1 idea  
I want to 
explore 
further 
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